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Social sharing is 
an easy way to:

+ Build awareness
+ Broaden reach
+ Extend content lifespan
+ Empower customers
+ Exhibit “social proof”



But first…more on “social proof”



How does “social proof” influence?

EASES
MINDS

SATISFIES
SKEPTICS

REINFORCES
NORMS

SETS NEW
NORMS



Ways to influence

+ Word of mouth
+ Product reviews
+ Testimonials
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Ways to influence 

+ Word of mouth
+ Product reviews
+ Testimonials
+ Endorsements
+ Trust symbols



How to get your customers talking



What gets someone 
to share?

EMOTION



What gets someone 
to share?

PRACTICAL



What gets someone 
to share?

PRIDE



What gets someone 
to share?

AWE-PROVOKING



41% of adult internet users repost photos or videos that they 
have found online

- Pew Research Center 









The problem of invisibility



City of San Marcos efficiency
CASE STUDY

+ “Use fans save money”

+ “Use fans save GHG”

+ “Use fans be responsible”

+ “Use fans to be like your neighbors”
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Hotel towels
CASE STUDY

+ Do it for the environment 

+ “Guests in general” increase 26%

+ “In this room” increase 33%



Social media platforms want it to be easy for you



Ways to inspire & enable social sharing

Provide information 
that is informative 

and interesting 
to them.

“Establish yourself as an industry thought 
leader by adding commentary to the links you 
tweet [click to tweet]”



What to measure:

+ Compare web traffic before and after
+ Total the actions taken
+ Tally new followers
+ Subscribers to newsletter
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